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Abstract: As the link between transportation and land use, parking for condominiums
plays a vital role in urban planning and transport policy especially in the midst of the need
to minimize traffic congestion while preserving the socio-economic activities of an area.
Supply of residential condominium parking facilities, which vary from city to city and from
one developer to another, has indeed become a conhoversial issue since it influences the
transport system. To determine how certain supply variables affect the occupancy of these
facilities, cross-tabulation, correlation, and mathematical modeling analyses were employed
using parking occupancy data leading to the estimation of parking occupancy per
independent variable. The models generated are recommended as indices that can be used
to estimate future parking requirements for similar developments from the perspective of the
supplier.
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I.INTRODUCTION

The provision for parking is critical for urban developments where land is limited. While
there is a need to support the area's socio-economic activities by meeting the requirements
for parking spaces, caution should also be eiercised in order to at Ieast minimize trafhc
congestion. In Westem countries, standards for parking requirements have been reoriented
towards limiting the use of private car in congested central areas but maintaining minimum
levels to preserve city center activities. This is most feasible in central business districts, or
CBDs, where activities are intenelated because of the mix of land uses and given an
efficient public transportation system that would decrease reliance on private cars.

Parking policy, as a regulating tool for the use of cars in urban areas, plays a vital role in
defining urban planning and transport policy. By setting appropriate standards fbr parking
requirenrents, the urban transpofi and land use systems are supported. The amount of
parking supplied influences such systems and even the characteristics of the market.
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However, supply of parking varies for every land use, and even for similar land uses,

depending on several factors. These include development size, density and mix, policy

requirements, Iocation as well as parking cost.

Generally, parking spaces are related to some quantitative measure of land use. The

Institute for Transportation Engineers (lTE) identifies the number of dwelling units as the

variable determining the number of parking slots. From parking oacupancy studies, the ITE

developed parking generation rates, defined as the number of parking spaces per unit of
independent variable. Other foreign studies suggest using building floor area and number of
bedrooms as qualitative measures. Notably, these studies stress the need to undertake

localized parking studies from which to base such requirements.

This paper fbcuses on residential condominium parking occupancy in Metro Manila CBDs.

With the overall aim of establishing.rates that would estimate parking slot requirements for

future sirnilar developments from the supplier's perspective, it seeks to:

. Identify the various factors as variables influeucing the supply ofparking facilities

. Evaluate these variables as to how they influence the occupancy of residential

condominium parking facilities; and

' Develop mathematical models for estimating parking occupancy

Although parking occupancy results ftom the interaction of two forces, the demand and the

supply, this paper focuses on the supply side only believing on the premise that parking

supply can affect the characteristics of its target users'

As a backgrounder, a section on parking policies and residential condominium development

in rhe country is hereby provided. This is followed by the analytical framework, which

discusses the methodologies undertaken in order to accomplish the abovementioned

objectives, as well as the variables and indicators. The outpus of these methodologies are

then presented. A summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations follow

2. PARKING POLICIES AND RESIDENTIAL CONDOMINIUMS IN THE
PHILIPPINES

In the Philippines, parking requirements are based on the minimum standards set by the

National Building Code (NBC). The Code, published in 1975, is currently under review as

to how it suits current trends and needs. In the local level, parking provision is governcd by

zoning ordinances in the form of minimum requirements based on the desired and allowed

development density of the area. Generally, condominium developers determine the amount

of parking supplied based on market studies, target markets, and past projects while

observing the limitatious set by existing parktng policies.

The NBC stipulates one parking slot per 8 living units if each living unit measures less than

50 square mit"rr; I per 4living units if each unit measures 50 to 100 square meters; and I

slot fer living unit if its area is greater than 100 square meters. The Makati Commercial

Estaies Association (MACEA), a group composed of building and unit owners in the Makati

CBD, specify one slot per 100 sguare meters of gross floor area. Meanwhile, the

counterpart group in Ortigas CBD, the Ortigas Center Association (OCA), specifies I slot

per 90 iqr*" meter of floor area. Developers allocate parking slots per type of unit. For

instance, one slot is given to 1- or 2-bedroom units and 2 slots for each 3-bedroorn unit.
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This paper looks into the foilowing parking-related issues: (l) the applicability of the Code

ro the changing transport needs and development trends; (2) cases ofunder- and oversupply

of parking facilities; and (3) the continued development of residential condominiums which

makes parking facilities a crucial consideration in the planning stage.

Parking facilities of residential condominiums are either below- or aboveground.

Developers normally aliocate parking according to the size of the units with bigger units

having more slots. For instance, one-bedroom units are assured of at least one parking slot

while two- or three-bedroom units may have 2 slots. Such allocation is determined by the

cleveloper who either sells the slot or rents it out. The price of the slot may also be built-into
the cost of the unit, or separated. The location ofthe slot is either the choice ofthe tenant.

or is pre-assigned by the developer. Since exclusive use of a slot by its owner is observed,

there is hardly any case ofillegal parking by a neighbor or a visitor.

3. ANALYTTCAL FRAMEWORK

Figure I clemonstrates the sequence and the various analyical methodologies applied in

,r.d., ,n achieye the objectives of the studl'. To come up with the list of factors affecting

parking supply. a review of related literature and interview with key informants (developers)

*ere undertaken. The factors in the list formed the bulk of the questions in the ;urking
occupaltc), survey conducted. Analyses include frequency distribution, cross-tabulation,

"or."lutior, 
and mathematical modelling yielding profile of condominiums, r'ariables

affecting parking occupancy, and mathematical models, respectivel)''

Literature Revietv
Key lnformant lnterviews

Factors Affccting
Parking Supply

Frequency Distribution and

Closs-tabulation
Profilc of Condominiums

Variatrles Affecting
Parking Supply and

Occupancy

Obiective No. l:

I
I
I
I
I

F igure l. AIrali'tical Ft'iitl.lcuork
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4. VARIABLES,INDICATORS AND UNITS OF ANALYSIS

The paper identifies the variables affecting parking supply as: (l) development. size; (2)
development density; (3) development mix; (4) policy requirementst (5) location; and (6)
parking cost. Each variable has its own corresponding indicators and units of analysis as
shown in Table 1.

Table l. Variables, Indicators, and Units of Analysis

A refcrs 1o residential spaces accessones. c. Gross saleable area (GSA)
. Number of units

commercial and/or oflices spaccs for rent/sales within the building. lt
also excludes parking slots and driveways. CjSA excludes parking

Total number ofresidcntial unils (occupied and supplied)
\/ARIA : Development Densitl'

. Land area

. Cross floor area (lLGFA)

. Gross salenble area (RGSA)

. rloor arca ralio
, Number of units

VARIABLE 3: Development lVlix
. Perccnta8c of type of residential Numberofunittypes

unit to total units provided Perccntagr ofStudio units to toral uumber ofunirs. Percentagc of residential arca to Perc€ntagc of l-BR units to total number ofunits
total area Percentagc of2-BR units to total numberofunits

of 3-BR units to total numbcr of units

I;AR: (GF,1) / (I.A)
rvherc GFA refers ro rhat ustd for residential uses cxcluding comparible
uses such as olficc or commercial.

Numbcr ol'uoits per 1.U00 nr: oI'GFA or CS,\.

. Numbcr ot u

. Size of units
Number of slots required as per National Building Coie (tttrc)
Number of slors required as per dcvelopment guidclincs (MACDA and

ocA)

. Distancc ,iom the public transport Walking distancc tiom the nearcst public transport sl.op in rncrcis
stop

GFA is the total floor area including the exterior building walls of all floors of a building or
structur€ and excludes vehicular parking area, Ioading area, and the floor area occupied by
utility systems. Gross saleable area, or GSA, represents revenue-generating areas
(residential units that are sold or rented) and excludes parking spaces. Policy requirements
referto larvs govcming the allocation of parking slots as discussed in Section 2. I.ocation is
measured in terms of distan-ce fiom the nearest public transport stop. Parking cost per
square meter is eclual to the unit's cost per square meter. These, the rcst of the indicators, as
well as other parking characteristics are covered in the parking occupancy survey.

5. SAMPLING PROCEDURE AI{D DATA

Since parking for residential condominium is exclusively used by the one who owns or rents
it, parking occupancy is represented by the number of slots bought or rented. The surve,v
targeted br.rilding administrators andior developers of residential condominiums in Makati
and Ortigas CBDs in Metro Manila. The condominiums targeted for sampling mr.rst be: (1)
a residential condominium currently occupied although it may contain compatible uses in
some of its floors such as commercial and/or office uses; (2) high-rise (more than ninc
storeys); and (3) have at least one floor dedicated for otI-street parking facility.
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Various data sources identify these two areas as the concentration of condominium

developments An ocular inspection was conducted to identify those that fit the criteria for
sampling. Because of the inconsistency among these data sources, only an approximate

nurnber of residential conodominiums was reached. Tabie 2 shows the number of
respondents targeted and the actual return percentage.

Table 2. Number of Respondents and Return Percentage

64TOTAL IO7

Due to incomplete or missing data entries, data from only 29 samples were considered tbr

the analysis. Low return percentage and missing data entries were mostly due to strict data

confidentiality observed by cerlain developers and buiiding administrators.

5.1 Profile of Residential Condominiums

I1 terms of general condominium characteristics, majority of the samples have compatiblc

uses within the building (usually on the ground floor or may extend to the first few floors

above) such as commercial and/or office uses. Almost all of the condominiums sun'eyed

cater io high-end users and were constmcted in the 1990s, coinciding with the peak years of
condominium developments. Majority of the residential units are sold. These are shorvn in

Table 3.

Table 3. General Condominium Characteristics

_rr
Middle-Income 7

Year Occupied 1975-t979
1980- I 984
r 985- 1 989
l 990- I 994
l 995-l 999

Rented
Mixed

In terms of building size, more than a third of the samples measured from I 0,500- I F,499 m2

in gross floor arealGFA) while almost half of the samples were 10,000- 17,ggg m' in gross

saliable area (GSA). Also, almost one-third of the samples consisted of 15-69 residential

r.urits. Development density in terms of floor area ratio, computed using GFA and land area

data, yielded FAR values of 3-16 as the most common. Nearly half of the samples had5-10

lcsidential units per 1.000 rnz GFA and more than 70o/ohad 1-10 units per 1,000 m'GSA.
In ten.ns of development mix, represented by the number of unit types in one condominium,

rlajority had either 1 unit type only or all 4 types. Distribution of these units per unit type is

illistraied in Figure 2. Location, measured in terms of distance from the nearest public

4l
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fiarrsport stop, of most of the samples is from 216425 mcters. Table 4 lists down the
frequeocy di*ribution of tiese variables in pcrcertages.

Table 4. Frequency Distribution of Several Supply Variables

Bullding Sizr by Number of
Units

R.urge of Vdues Frrquency
(Pcrcmtraes)

Range of
VaIues

Frequeacy
fParcmteoe*)

Range of
Vduer

Frcqrrcncy
fPerenlnffi)

2,5@10,499
r05fi,-18199
18,500-26,499
26,5N-34,499
34,5N-42,499
42,500-50,499

24
3{t
74

l0
7

7

3

2,000-9,999
10,0fiL17,999
I 8,00{125,999
26,fi$-33,999
34.0m-41,999
42,m0 & up

28
49
7

i0
3

J

1ff9
7$124
125-179
r 80-334
235-?89

31
2t
2l
10
17

Frequeacy

$9
10-16
t7-23
u-30
3L&

I unit t I. onl,
2 rmit $?es
3 unit ty?es

l4ei3t.
lr

_l 3,

0to<10
l0lo<20
20to<30
30 to <40

31

31
2l
t0
7

12 70
24
3

3

21
21

24
28

Studio
1.BR
2.BR

)1
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3l

_4 
utrtt typ^g'_ 3-BR
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Figure 2. Distribution of Residential Units
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5.2 Parking Occupancy in Relation to Supply Variebles

Parking occupancy is related to residential unit occupancy. fu of the survey, out of the

3,505 residential units supplie( only 2,447 QlYl have bcen occupied. Majority of the

samples attained 80-9f/o unit occupancy followed by those attaining 60-79/o wit
occupancy. Only about l4o/o werc fully occupied but not all of them have firll parkiug

occupancy (Figure 3). Some samples whose rurits were partially occupied already had full
parking occupanry. Nearly half of the samples attained firll parking occuprurcy (Figure 4).

Full parking occupancy is observed for smaller-sized samples (Figures 5 and 6). Majority
of the samples with smaller number of units attained firll parking occupancy although there

were sarnples having higher number of units that attained full parking occupancy as well
(Figrre 7). Parking occupancy rates vary for samples with varying number of unit types

(Figure S). With majority of the samples distanced from 215 to 425 meters from the nearest

transport stop, nearly half of these attained full parking occupancy (Figure 9). Almost half
of the sarnples located beyond 426 meters from transport stops also attained firll parking

occupancy. Ironically, samples closest to thcse stops had varying parking occupancy rates

with only a very few attaining full occupanry. Only about 12 samples out of 29 provided

information on parking cost, in temts of selling price p.cr square meter, with a minimum of
approximately PhP 20,000 and a maximum of PhP 98,000.

lWo
atit sox
e
3q

v

&sidenti.l thlt Occusancy Fit r {ln Range}

e
Figure 3. Cross-tabulation of Residential Unit Occupancy and Parking Occupancy
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Figure 9. Cross-tabulation of Distancc from Stop and Parking Occupancy

Supply and occupancy data dre also compared with the minimum requirements set by the
National Building Code (NBC), the MACEA, and OCA These reguirements were
computed using data on number of units and sizes. From Figure 10, the NBC elicits the
le4s1 ninimsm requirernents. Generally, both MACEA and OCA call for higher minimum
requirements. For most of the samples, the MACEA and OCA requirements are twice as

many as tbe NBC's (l-l to 5.3 times more for MACEA and 1.2 to 5.9 times mores for
OCA), suggesting a strong disparity "mong dre specifications of these regulations. The
number of slots supplied and occupied were generally lsss rhan the requirements of
MACEA and OCA (only 84% of the MACEA requirements and 76d/o of OCA) but higher
than that of the NBC. For most of the samples, occupancy of tle slots was from 1.1 to 6.0
t-imes more than the NBC requirements.
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Figure 10. Comparison of Parking Occupancy, Supply and Various Requirements
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5.3 Correlation and Mathematical Modeling Analysis

.lorrelation analysis was done using the Pearson Product-Moment Conelation Coeflicient of
Statistica software in order to check for variables that are vital in the regression equation as

well as to check for multicollinearity. Variables having high conelation with the dependent

variable are marked red in the program. Multiple regression analysis, also using Statistica

software, was undertaken using the stepwise method that automatically eliminates variables

that are not significant to the equation being developed. Several equations r,vere developed

and selection of the model was based on the value of R-square as well as on the t-statistics

and p-levels ofthe independent variables.

Data was converted to parking ratios, expressed as the number of occupied slots per trnit of
supply variable. The parking ratio serves as the dependent variable and takes on various

definitions that were subjected to correlation and modeling analyses. The various supply

variables serve as the independeht variables, Table 5 iists down the various definitions of
parking ratios and the corresponding independent variables they are highly correlated with.

Table 5. Correlation Results for Various Parking Ratios

Number of l-bedroom units +0.53

Number of units per I ,000 m' GFA +0.57

Number of units per 1,000 m'GSA +0.59

-0.4s
-0.49
+0.38
-0.4 I

-0.51
-0.59
-0.52

Number of studio units
Number of l-bEdroom units
Number of 3-bedroom
Floor area ratio
Number of units per I ,000 m2 GFA
Number of units per I ,000 m2 CSA
Number of unit types

Numberof slotsper 1,000m-of GFA Numberolunltsper I'UUUm-uhA +u,)o
Number of units per 1,000 m'GSA +0.45

slots per 1,000 m

-Nlmb-A;fslo-ts per number of unit types Distance from the city-center
Cross Floor Area in m2

Number of 3-bedroom units
Number of penthouse units
Number of unit types -0'42

-0.49
+0.69
+0.78
+0.70

the public rransport stop transport stop

Since correlation analysis attempts to measure the strength of iinear relationships between

trvo variables, a positive correlation co-efficient implies direct proportionality while a

negative implies an inverse relationship. As the size (in terms of floor areas) increases,

parking ratio in terms of floor area also increases. Meanwhile, as the number of units

increases (particularly, total number of units, studio, and l-bedroom units), parking ratio in
tcrms of number of units decreases. Other variables that decrease parking ratio (in ter,ms of
number of units) with an increase in their value are number of units per floor area and

number of unit types. Parking ratio in terms of number of unit fypes are directly

proportional with GFA, number of 3-bedroom and penthouse units but the ratio decreases as

the location of the condominium gets near a public transport stop. Finally, parking ratio in
terms of its distance from public transpon stop is inversely proportional with distance from

this stop.
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Several sets of regression analyses were undertaken using diff'erent parking ratios as the

dependent variable. Parking ratios expressed in terms of the number of slots per residential
uoit, as well as number of slots per 1,000 m2 of either GFA or GSA. were selected using the
criteria cited earlier. Multicollinearity, which arises when two or more regressors in an

equation are highly correlated and hence should not be put in the same equation, was also
ruled out. Two equations representing two parking ratios are hereby presented.

Y:6.46 + 0.08Xr + 0.009X2 + 5.07 Xt- 3.g2X4 (Eq. l)
t-stat: (+4.04) (+5 99) (+3.21) (+4 95) (3,10)
p-levels: (4.88-04) (3.5E-0.6) (3.8E-03) (4.7E-0s) (4.88-03)

where I = number of occupied slots per 1,000 m2 of GSA
X7= number of l-bedroom units;
X2= distance from the nearest public transpofi stop in meters;

X3: manner of slot assignment, 0 = pre-assigned by the developer
I = tenant's choice, first-come fust-serve basis; and

Xr: manner of slot payment, 0 = separate payment
1 = built into the residential unit cost

Equation I estimates parking ratio in terms of the supply variables pertaining to size (per

1,000 m2 GSA) and location (meter-distance from public transport). An increase il the

number of l-bedroom units increases parking occupancy as indicated by the positive sign of
the coeffrcient. The farther the location of the condominium from a public transport stop

also increases parking occupancy. Two dummy variables affecting parking occupancy have

also been included in the model. Based on the assigned values, slots that are allocated based

on tenant's choice tend to increase the ratio. Meanwhile, slots whose costs are built into the

residential unit cost decreases parking ratio. With an R-square of 0.69, the model shows

that about 69% in the variation of parking ratio in terms of GSA can be explained by the

variation in the supply variables discussed above. The t-statistic values of each dependcnt

variable are higher than the tabulated value of 2.064 making the equation statistically

significant. The p-levels are also acceptable.

Equation 2, expressed in t'erms of the number of occupied slots per 1,000 m2 of GSA,

Y : 5.67 + 0.19 Xt + 0.14 Xz + 2.46 Xs
t-star: (6.24) (2.80) (-2.47) (+2.75)
p-levels: (2.0E-06) (9.8E-03) (2.1E-02) (l.lE-02)

(Eq 2)

Where l': number of occupied parking slots per 1,000 m2 GFA;
Xr= numb,er of residlntial units per 1,000 m2 GSA;
Xz= floor area ratio in terms of gross floor area divided by land area; and

X; manner of allocating slots

The coefficienr of multiple determination (R2) of 0.51 indicates that about 5l% of the

variation in parking occupancy i-s explained by the variation in development density in terms

of number of units per 1,000 m' GSA and floor area ratio (FAR). An increase in either of
these variables tends to increase the parking occup.u-lcy ratio. This implies that more slots

are required if the development is more dense. While these models exhibit relatively low R-

square values, adding more supply variables to improve these values would not be

warranted due to multicollinearity. The t-statistic values of each dependent variable. also
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given in parentheses. are also higher than the tabulated value of 2.060. 'the p-levels are also
acceptable.

6. CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND DTRECTIONS FOR FURTHER
STUDIES

This paper focusld on residential condominium parking facilities in order to determine how
certain supply factors influence the occupancy of such. Primary data collection was through
a. parking occupancy survey among developers and/or building administrators. Data
collected rvas then analyzed through correlation and regression analysis leading to the
development of two models in terms of parking ratios.

From related literature and key inlbrmants, factors affecting the supply of parking facilities
inclr.rde building size, development density, development mix, policy requirements, location,
and cost of parking slot. To evaluate how these factors affect parking occupancy rates,
cross-tabulation analysis was undertaken using data gathered from the parking occupancy
survey. Findings indicate that those that attained full parking occupancy were smaller-siz;ci
and more dense condominiums. Apparently, vary'ing parking occupancy r^::J lvere
observed for samples located within a comfortable walking distance from public transport
stops. Full residential unit occupancy also did not translate to full parking occupancy
indicating cases of oversupply of parking slots. However, there were also cases of full
parking occupancy even for those samples that attained only partial unit occupancy which
could indicate parking undersupply.

Furthermore, in terms of policy requirements, most of the samples supplied rnuch more than
the minimum requirements of the National Building Code. The rates of the MACEA and
OCA guidelines, which are based on gross floor area;are closer to actual parking occupancy
and supply. In the Philippines, the minimum requirements stipulated in the National
Building Code gives the developers the freedom to srrpply the amount as long as this falls
above the set minimum. Such freedom implies possible under or over-supply of these
facilities that consequently leads to any of the following scenarios: traffic congestion,
economic inefficiency, or environmental degradation. Planning for condominium parking

'facilities thus becomes crucial. The option of speci$ing maximurn requirements as well.
instead of minimum alone, should be looked into.

From the mathematical models that were developed, expressed in parking ratios (number of
occupied slots per suppiy variable), direct proportionality is observed between parking ratio
and building size and density. The models can be used to estimate future parking
requirements of residential condominiums. They illustrate that various supply variables can
be used to estimate parking occupanay. Howwer, due to multicollincarity. combining
several of these variables in one equation will make the regressors statistically insignificant
although it rvill yield high R-square values. Hence, only the strongest variables are kept in
the estirnated equation.

While only these factors strongly influence the supply and occupancy of parking facilities,
the other factors identified in this paper can still be tapped to influence future supply. For
instance, an improved public transport system and a tansport policy that encourages the use
of alternative means of transport may lower the need for parking requirements and will thus
promote a more sustainable development.
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The parking occupancy survey has limitations based on the scope ofthis paper. The next
step would be to also consider parking demand, vis-d-vis parking supply or capacity, in
order to provide a wider and more comprehensive perspective of the topic. One way to do

this is by conducting parking surveys that would identiff parking demand characteristics
such as parking accumulation, car ownership, trip pattems and other information. This
would clearly clariff the issue of whether a parking ovgrsupply or undersupply exists.
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